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Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of SwivelTouch Gesture Set: (a) Fingers lifting or pressing down along the pitch angle; (b)
fingers rotating left or right along the yaw angle; (c) the thumb executing left and right movements along the roll angle
during one-handed operation of the device. Our gesture set is designed to support operations using the thumb and index
finger in both one-handed and two-handed modes, offering versatility and adaptability in user interactions.

Today, touchscreens stand as the most prevalent input devices of mobile computing devices (smartphones, tablets, smart-
watches). Yet, compared with desktop or laptop computers, the limited shortcut keys and physical buttons on touchscreen
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devices, coupled with the fat finger problem, often lead to slower and more error-prone input and navigation, especially
when dealing with text editing and other complex interaction tasks. We introduce an innovative gesture set based on finger
rotations in the yaw, pitch, and roll directions on a touchscreen, diverging significantly from traditional two-dimensional
interactions and promising to expand the gesture library. Despite active research in estimation of finger angles, however,
the previous work faces substantial challenges, including significant estimation errors and unstable sequential outputs. Vari-
ability in user behavior further complicates the isolation of movements to a single rotational axis, leading to accidental
disturbances and screen coordinate shifts that interfere with the existing sliding gestures. Consequently, the direct applica-
tion of finger angle estimation algorithms for recognizing three-dimensional rotational gestures is impractical. SwivelTouch
leverages the analysis of finger movement characteristics on the touchscreen captured through original capacitive image
sequences, which aims to rapidly and accurately identify these advanced 3D gestures, clearly differentiating them from con-
ventional touch interactions like tapping and sliding, thus enhancing user interaction with touch devices and meanwhile
compatible with existing 2D gestures. User study further confirms that the implementation of SwivelTouch significantly
enhances the efficiency of text editing on smartphones.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing→ Touch screens.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the realm of modern communication and interaction design, traditional touch gestures have become an in-
dispensable element, predominantly showcased in the widespread use of smartphones, tablets, and other touch-
screen devices. These conventional gestures [41], including taps (double-taps), swipes (drags, pinches, flicks,
etc.), and long-press, offer users an intuitive and convenient means of interacting with their devices. However,
as technology evolves and user demands grow, the limitations of these traditional touch gestures have become
increasingly apparent. Firstly, their capability in executing complex tasks and handling multitasking is limited,
failing to meet users’ higher expectations for efficiency and flexibility. Moreover, as screen sizes increase, one-
handed operation becomes more challenging, and users may experience fatigue during prolonged use.
Smartphone shortcuts typically have fixed functions and constraints, unable to fully adapt to users’ personal-

ized needs [14]. The long-press gesture typically relies on a time threshold for recognition [7], which can lead to
delays in response. Swiping gestures, especially those requiring extensive movement like direct dragging [27],
can be highly inefficient and tiring for users. Tap gestures are prone to inadvertent touches in small touch areas,
often leading to errors. While multi-touch gestures are designed to augment the limited functionality of single-
touch controls, they also come with their own set of challenges, such as a lack of intuitiveness in operation. For
instance, users might wish for quick access to specific applications or features, but due to the fixed number and
functionality of shortcuts, such personalized configurations are often difficult to achieve.This leads to a scenario
where users must performmultiple steps to complete desired tasks in their daily use, thereby reducing efficiency
and user satisfaction.
Devices with hardware keyboard and mice inputs, offering over 100 distinct keys, facilitate precise text input

and the definition of shortcuts, thus enhancing user interaction efficiency and versatility in computing environ-
ments [12, 25]. This setup facilitates numerous classic shortcuts, such as copy, paste, search, and quick launch,
effectively minimizing the need for extensive graphical interface navigation and subsequently enhancing oper-
ational efficiency. In contrast, touchscreen smartphones, lacking any external input devices, require the user’s
fingers to perform both the roles traditionally reserved for mouse clicks and keyboard typing. This limitation
often results in slower input rates and reduced accuracy. Thus, the integration of innovative and non-conflicting
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touch-based gestures could substantially enhance the input methodology of touchscreen phones, offering users
an elevated level of efficiency and an improved overall experience.

Existing touch gestures primarily focus on the logic of finger movements on a two-dimensional plane, with
little exploration into the realm of three-dimensional finger motion. We have identified that capacitive touch-
screens can capture more nuanced features such as the shape, area, and biological structure of the finger touch
surface, offering richer information than mere touch coordinates. Consequently, we have decided to analyze fin-
ger movements in three-dimensional space using a series of capacitive images captured by the touchscreen. This
approach allows us to define corresponding gestures, breaking free from the traditional constraint of limiting
gestures to a two-dimensional focus.

The movement of fingers in three-dimensional space can be defined by three angles: yaw, pitch, and roll.
Numerous studies have proposed a variety of algorithms [9, 11, 20–22, 24, 28, 35, 45, 47, 49] for estimating finger
angles. Among these, algorithms [21, 28, 47] based on capacitive touchscreens have gained significant attention
due to their ease of use and the widespread availability of such screens in the market. Despite the existence of
many methods, these algorithms still exhibit considerable errors in angle estimation and are typically limited
to predicting only two angles: yaw and pitch. Such significant errors in using continuous capacitive images
for determining the primary rotation of the finger introduce serious uncertainties in gesture classification. This
makes it challenging to set a reasonable threshold for rotational movements for classification purposes. Relying
on highly noticeable user rotation actions is impractical, as individual rotation habits can vary greatly. Moreover,
our experiments have revealed that conflicts between some three-dimensional rotational gestures, or between
these and traditional touch gestures, lead to ambiguity in classification.
In this work, we introduce SwivelTouch, a 3D gesture system designed for touchscreen operation with either

one-handed or two-handedmodes, as illustrated in Figure 1.We employed a combination of convolutional neural
network (CNN) and Long Short-TermMemoryNetwork (LSTM) to process a set of capacitive touchscreen images
from commodity smartphones. Additionally, we proposed an algorithm to determine the first frame of an action,
which significantly enhanced the accuracy of gesture recognition.

We observed that in smartphones, there are numerous text-heavy activities [39], with text editing being a
prime example, where many operations are executed inefficiently. By implementing our newly defined gestures
as shortcuts for these operations, we conducted a user study that demonstrated significant improvements in
time efficiency and user comfort compared to traditional smartphone operations.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Touchscreen Interaction
Touch interaction is inherently direct and immediate, enabling users to respond swiftly to spatial and temporal
differences [26]. In contrast, indirect input methods involve using hands to control external devices. Direct touch
input is particularly beneficial for complex interactive tasks [13]. Modern touch-screen interactions employ
directmanipulation in a spatial dimension, utilizing gestures such as tapping, dragging, swiping, andmulti-finger
pinching on a two-dimensional plane to trigger screen controls and perform tasks. Temporally, touch control
can incorporate long-press gestures, where users maintain contact on the control object for a set threshold time
(typically 500-1000ms [7]), allowing system response based on the duration of user action.

Most touch-based interaction methods predominantly utilize a single 2D location of the finger, severely limit-
ing the input dimension and overlooking the rich information fingers can provide. Numerous techniques have
been explored to enhance the input capabilities of fingers on touchscreen devices, including inputs based on
finger pressure and shear force [3, 18, 31, 33, 45], characteristics of the finger contact area [4, 30], finger ori-
entation and angle [43, 44, 47], as well as recognition of different finger parts [19]. Among these technologies,
estimating a finger’s 3D motion based on capacitive touchscreens, as opposed to mere finger movements on a
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two-dimensional plane, liberates the finger from the constraints of 2D space. This significantly enhances the
dimensions and richness of the input. Researching finger angle estimation on commercial capacitive sensing
[16] without auxiliary devices represents a key advancement in user interface technology. This field blends the
accessibility of smartphones with sophisticated interaction techniques, offering new possibilities in touch-based
user interfaces. Wang et al. [44] estimated finger yaw angles based on the shape of the response area in capac-
itive images. Xiao et al. [47] extracted 42 features, including ellipse orientation and response, and employed a
Gaussian Regression model to estimate pitch and yaw angles. Building on this, Mayer et al. [28] proposed the
use of a fully supervised convolutional neural network approach for estimating pitch and yaw angles, achieving
enhanced accuracy. Ullerich et al. [40] employed a CNN model for predicting the thumb’s pitch angle during
one-handed phone usage. He et al. [21], recognizing the instability in estimating finger angles, introduced a deep
learning model utilizing self-attention mechanisms for time series modeling, further stabilizing the estimation
of finger angle sequences. These studies share a commonality: they estimate only one or two aspects of finger
motion on touch screens and still encounter certain estimation errors. In recent developments, the burgeoning
interest in utilizing capacitive images for hand pose estimation reflects a significant shift towards more nuanced
and sophisticated interaction technologies in mobile computing.This trend is exemplified by the development of
TouchPose by Ahuja et al. [1], which employs a multi-task network architecture for depth image estimation, 3D
hand pose estimation, and touch classification. Simultaneously, the hand pose estimation approach of Choi et
al. [8] comparing input capacitive images against a template library further underscores the innovative strides
being made in this field.

Closer to our work, Roudaut et al. [37] attempted to differentiate between the roll of the thumb and swipe
gestures, ingeniously utilizing the kinematic trajectory of the finger for action determination. However, this
gesture recognition method has to wait until the finger is lifted from the screen, leading to a delayed response.
This is incompatible with current interaction rules of touch devices, where swiping and drag gestures need rapid
response. Additionally, it does not consider swipe and drag gestures with varying tilt angles due to confusion
with roll gestures, also incompatible with current touchscreen gestures. Lastly, this method focuses solely on
the gestures of the thumb holding the device, and is thus not directly applicable to fingers in double-handed
situations. In contrast, our work employs touch images to accurately and promptly distinguish between the
rolls and movements of two fingers (thumb and index) with low latency. In addition, both single-handed and
double-handed cases are considered. Zaliva et al. [49] estimates finger angles and distinguish finger gesture by
extracting features such as image intensity, centroid, and asymmetry of finger shape from the capacitive image
on the touch surface. These estimated finger angles are then used for gesture recognition in three-dimensional
space. However, the resolution of the capacitive touch surface they used is much higher than that of mainstream
touch devices. The empirically designed angle estimation method in [49] cannot handle fingers captured by low
resolution touch sensors. Moreover, they did not report prediction errors of individual angles or the accuracy of
gesture classification.

2.2 Text Editing based on Touchscreens
Using fingers as pointing devices in text editing on mobile devices often leads to accuracy and occlusion issues
(the “fat finger problem” [2, 23, 42]), making text editing less common. Bragdon et al. [5] found that gesture
commands, especially in attention-divided contexts, outperform touch buttons like QWERTY keyboards in per-
formance, and skilled gesture memory significantly reduces attention to screen widgets, thus decreasing focus
on tapping accuracy. Fuccella et al. [14, 15] enabled text editing with single and double finger gestures, later
implementing bimanual text input with similar gestures. Their experiments showed gesture techniques were
faster than editing widgets in most Android-based mobile devices. Zhang et al. [50] introduced novel manipu-
lation gestures for cursor control and mode switching, proving these gestures facilitated operations like copy,
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paste, and cut in one-handed mode, with faster and easier learning. De Rosa et al. [10] proposed a text edit-
ing technique based on arrow soft keys, using directionally arrowed keys for cursor movement and dedicated
buttons for editing. Rakhmetulla et al. [32] utilized gesture shortcuts inspired by keyboard hotkeys for editing
and formatting, demonstrating operation speeds surpassing traditional Google keyboards. Many researchers
have explored screen edge interaction techniques to address occlusion issues in text editing [29, 34, 36, 46]. This
approach allows users to initiate gestures in specific edge areas to perform corresponding operations. How-
ever, these gestures are limited to 2D planes, unfamiliar and unintuitive compared to traditional touch gestures,
often causing conflicts and confusion. Schweigert et al. [38] proposed knuckle gestures for text editing tasks. Al-
though they reported high accuracy in knuckle gesture recognition, no practical application experiments were
conducted to validate the performance of these gestures. Gutwin et al. [17] used three buttons on smartphone
cases, performing chords for text editing. Their study indicated rapid learning of multiple mappings, but no user
experiments were conducted, and it involved additional hardware. Buschek et al. [6] investigated the patterns
of targeting behavior using fingertips and styluses on mobile touchscreens, demonstrating a higher accuracy of
stylus-based positioning. However, users are still required to purchase additional stylus devices. Le et al. [25]
developed several back-of-device gestures for shortcuts in smartphone text editing, requiring the integration of
additional capacitive sensing hardware. There are also various researchs that combine tactile interactions with
human sensory perception for text editing. Zhao et al. [51] proposed a multimodal text editing and correction
method for smartphones, using a combination of voice and touch inputs to facilitate text editing. EyeSayCorrect
[52], on the other hand, employs eye-tracking and voice input as a means of text correction.

3 DATA COLLECTION
In our survey of existing literature, we discovered an absence of publicly available datasets capturing 3D finger
motion gestures using smartphone capacitive touchscreens. Two relevant studies were identified: one by Mayer
et al. [28], which did not construct the dataset in a sequential format. After reconstructing the sequences using
timestamps, it was observed that the frames in many capacitive image sequences were closely spaced, with av-
erage yaw and pitch angle variations of only 6 and 4 degrees [21], indicating a lack of significant 3D gesture
movement during collection. The other study by He et al. [21] compiled a large-scale temporal series of capac-
itive touchscreen data but lacked labeled motion gestures and specifically omitted the collection of finger roll
sequences. Moreover, this dataset has not been publicly released. Consequently, our research endeavors to com-
pile a comprehensive dataset of complete 3D finger motion gestures using smartphone capacitive touchscreens,
and we will further delve into the specific details of our gesture collection methodology.

3.1 SwivelTouch Gesture Definition
Our 3D motion gestures are primarily defined by the rotation around the yaw, pitch, and roll axes, originating
from the fingertip contact points along the fingers. Figure 2 illustrates the definition of finger angles, as well
as examples of 3D gesture motions. We designate the contact position of a user’s fingertip pressing on the
smartphone screen as the interaction area. Subsequently, users are required to swivel around the fingertip contact
area along the distinct axes (yaw, pitch, roll), thereby crafting the respective 3D gesture actions. Each action
possesses two distinct directions of movement, thereby enabling the manipulation of six types of 3D gestures.
Taking into account the realistic scenario of a user holding a smartphone, Figure 1 presents examples of 3D
finger movements in both two-handed operation and one-handed holding modes. Considering the definitions
of finger angles from Figure 2, in the context of using the device with both hands, the fingertip area is used
for interaction. Figure 1a exemplifies a rotation of the finger along the pitch axis, Figure 1b along the yaw axis;
meanwhile, Figure 1c illustrates a rotation along the roll axis in one-handed mode.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of SwivelTouch Gesture. The left side illustrates the definitions of finger angles (yaw, pitch, roll), while
the right side demonstrates examples of movements along these axes.

3.2 Touch Gesture Ambiguity and Categories
While our aim is to design a system capable of distinguishing finger movements in three-dimensional space, it
is crucial to differentiate these movements from fundamental gestures to avoid confusion with traditional touch
interactions. Traditional touch gestures can be broadly categorized into three types: finger movements on the
screen (i.e. swiping, sweeping, dragging), stationary finger touches (i.e. tapping, long press), and multi-finger
touches (i.e. pinching, flicking).

From the standpoint of of capacitive touch images, simple finger touches symmetrically expand around the
centroid and stabilize without further changes in the contact image [31]. Long press gestures, typically trig-
gered between 500-1000ms [7], can be identified by their duration. Multi-finger touches manifest as multiple
distinct bright spots on the capacitive image, indicating multiple finger contacts. Our proposed single-finger 3D
rotational gesture can be distinguished from these traditional gestures, with the exception of finger movement
gestures, which can be confused with pitch and roll movements. This is because pitching or rolling the finger
causes the contact point with the screen to move across the 2D space, as shown in Figure 3. It is imperative to
swiftly determine whether the displacement of the contact point on the screen is caused by a three-dimensional
motion gesture or merely a simple movement gesture. If not promptly discerned, these two types of gestures
may interfere with each other, leading to ambiguous interactions. Therefore, in our collected gesture dataset, we
include sequences of finger 3D motion gestures as well as sequences of finger movements in various directions
(such as sliding, dragging, swiping, etc.) to comprehensively cover the range of potential gestures. All gestures
our dataset includes are listed in Table 1.

3.3 Apparatus
Our data collection system primarily utilizes the Realme C11 2021 smartphone. This device features dimensions
of 165.2mm in length, 76.4mm in width, and 8.9mm in height, and weighs approximately 190g. It boasts a 6.5-
inch main screen with a resolution of 1600 × 720, operating on the Android OS 11 system. The touch sensor’s
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Fig. 3. Illustration of gesture actions related to Roll and Picth angles inducing movement of 2D plane contact points coor-
dinates. (a) displays the rightward movement of the x-coordinate point on the screen when the thumb performs a roll right
gesture. (b) shows the upward movement of the y-coordinate point on the screen when the index finger performs a pitch
up gesture. Note that the origin of the screen coordinate points is at the top-left corner of the screen.

Table 1. Illustration of gesture sequence types and their corresponding action modes in our dataset.

Category Yaw Pitch Roll Move

Direction Left Right Up Down Left Right Left Right Up Down

coverage area is 160 × 75 mm2. The controller, ICNT8962 from Chipone Technology1 is capable of outputting
capacitive images sized 32 × 18 at a refresh rate of 50FPS. Notably, the phone’s Android kernel has been modified
to grant developers access to real-time raw capacitive values from the touchscreen.

3.4 Participants
For our data collection phase, we engaged 10 volunteers (8 males, 2 females) aged between 19-31 years (M=23.7,
SD=3.83).The entire data collection session lasted about 30 minutes per individual, and each participant received
a stipend upon completion. As all volunteers were right-handed, we primarily collected data from the right index
finger and thumb of each volunteer, noting the distinct shapes, sizes, and various characteristics of different
fingers.

3.5 Procedure
Each participant was required to perform the ten gestures listed in Table 1 during the collection phase, executing
each gesture at least ten times. This included operations with the thumb in a single-handed mode and with the
index/thumb finger in a two-handedmode (one hand holding the phone and the othermanipulating). On average,
each user spent around 5 minutes familiarizing themselves with the 3D rotational gestures. The gestures were
performed according to each user’s comfortable habits without any restriction on the speed of the gestures.
While we encouraged volunteers to start the gestures from the screen’s frontal direction, we did not strictly
correct their movements to maintain consistency, as ensuring comfort in gestures is vital for interaction and
adds diverse characteristic samples to our dataset.We have developed a specialized gesture collection application
that prompts users to perform designated hand gestures. Each gesture sequence, upon completion, is captured
in its entirety as a series of capacitive images. Simultaneously, the application automatically annotates these
sequences with the corresponding gesture labels.

1http://www.chiponeic.com/en/TT/229
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Following these guidelines, we collected a total of 1,214 gesture sequences, comprising 76,542 capacitive im-
ages, and the gesture count is almost consistent across each category.

4 SWIVELTOUCH MODEL
In this section, we meticulously detail the process of data preprocessing applied to the raw capacitive image se-
quences gathered. Furthermore, we introduce a novel methodology based on time-series smoothing to identify
the initial frame of a gesture action. Subsequently, we propose a hybrid deep neural network that integrates
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network, designed to simulta-
neously identify the initial frame of a gesture action through temporal smoothing and classify gestures within
our collected dataset, leveraging the spatial recognition capabilities of CNN and the temporal data processing
strengths of LSTM.

4.1 Dataset Preprocessing
Our preprocessing rules for the original capacitive touchscreen images are outlined as follows:
• Noise Elimination. Considering factors that may affect data accuracy during collection, such as temperature
drift, instability in current and voltage, and sensor linear errors, we note slight capacitive deviations in non-
touch areas. We set a threshold 𝜇 to address this, assigning a zero value to any point where the absolute
capacitive value is below 𝜇. After balancing factors, including low edge capacitance values near finger press
areas, we chose 𝜇 = 50. This effectively zeroes the capacitive array when there is no finger touch, allowing us
to exclude non-touch frames from the collection.

• Missing Value Padding.Our CNN-LSTM framework requires a fixed length of image sequences. For gestures
with rapid movements, the sequence may be shorter than our preset length 𝑙 . We adopt a padding strategy us-
ing the last frame to extend the original sequence to 𝑙 . The selection of 𝑙 will be further discussed in subsequent
sections.

• CentralAlignment.Regardless ofwhere the fingers initially contact the screen to initiate a gesture, themodel
should yield consistent predictive outcomes. Achieving such result is feasible through dataset augmentation.
however, considering the memory and time constraints in model training, augmentation solely at the data
level, while undoubtedly increases the computational burden. We consider that gesture actions represent a
relative movement process. Consequently, we have employed a method of central alignment within gesture
sequences. For a given gesture sequence 𝐼 = [𝐼1, 𝐼2, · · · , 𝐼𝑙 ], we compute the centroid 𝐶𝑥 ,𝐶𝑦 of the touch area
in the first frame of the capacitive image. This centroid is then subtracted from the center of the original
image, denoted as 𝐻

2 ,
𝑊
2 , to obtain the offset values Δ𝑥 ,Δ𝑦 . Each frame in the sequence is subsequently shifted

according to these offset values, as demonstrated in Eq 1. Through this methodology, we ensure that the first
frame of all gesture sequences is centrally positioned in the image, and the relative motion across sequences
is preserved.

𝐼𝑖 (𝑥,𝑦) = 𝐼𝑖 (𝑥 − Δ𝑥 , 𝑦 − Δ𝑦) (1)
where 𝐼𝑖 (𝑥,𝑦) represents the pixel value at position (𝑥,𝑦) in the 𝑖th frame of the capacitive image sequences.

4.2 Gesture Initial Frame Identification
One evident issue we noticed was the presence of irrelevant temporal frames (e.g. incomplete touch or stationary
finger pressure) between the user’s finger contacting the screen and the commencement of the actual gesture.
It is crucial to identify the first frame of the actual gesture to eliminate redundant input, allowing our model to
focus solely on the gesture sequence. A natural approach is to detect when users disrupt the previously stable
pressing pattern, causing dramatic changes in pixel values in the capacitive sensor contact area. By analyzing the
data in our dataset, we discovered that the total capacitive value, calculated by summing every pixel capacitive
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value, also exhibits notable changes during gesture execution, as illustrated in Figure 4a. The noticeable change
in the gesture sequence can be accurately captured by the first derivative of the total capacitive value time series.
However, due to the inherent measurement errors of capacitive sensors, slight fluctuations in the total capacitive
value may occur even when finger pressure and posture remain unchanged. To address this, we employed an
exponential moving average algorithm to smooth the total capacitive value series. Let’s assume the unsmoothed
total capacitive value series is denoted as 𝐶ori, with the capacitive value at frame 𝑡 represented as 𝐶ori (𝑡). Then,
for the smoothed total capacitive value series 𝐶smo, the relationship is defined as Eq 2.

𝐶smo (𝑡) = 𝛼𝐶ori (𝑡) + (1 − 𝛼)𝐶smo (𝑡 − 1) (2)

where 𝛼 represents the weighting coefficient, which signifies the impact of original data on future values. A
higher 𝛼 results in the smoothed data closely resembling the original series, while a lower 𝛼 significantly
smoothens the original series’ inflection points. After reprtitious experimentation and observation of the smooth-
ing effects, we have chosen 𝛼 = 0.4 for our study.
Upon obtaining the smoothed series of the total capacitive values, we performed a first-order difference cal-

culation on this series. Figure 4b illustrates the resultant patterns corresponding to different gestures. In our
analysis, we defined the starting frame of a gesture as the time frame in which the absolute value of the first-
order differential series exceeds 100, and this elevation persists for three consecutive frames.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) The variation over time of the total capacitance value of the touch screen and its corresponding smoothed values.
(b) The first-order difference of the smoothed sequence. Each graph, from left to right, represents the actions of Pitch up,
Roll right, and Yaw right, respectively, with the top and bottom images corresponding to the same sequence of actions. The
red markers indicate the positions determined by the algorithm as the start of the action.
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4.3 Model Design
Gesture recognition demands a high rate of accuracy and the capacity for real-time response. The complexity
inherent in this task stems predominantly from the dual requirements of extracting spatial features and analyzing
temporal dynamics. Traditional methodologies, which often employ manual feature extraction techniques such
as analyzing image intensity and finger shapes [47, 49], typically are insufficient in capturing both the complex
and inherent spatial structures, as well as the temporal sequencing of frames within gestures. Benefiting from the
robust spatial feature extraction capabilities of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and the adept recognition
of complex temporal input patterns by Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network, we adopt a CNN-LSTM
network architecture. This integrated approach allows for the interpretation of gesture sequences as cohesive
entities, rather than as a series of disconnected spatial features.
The SwivelTouch model, as depicted in Figure 5, is structured into two primary components: a Convolu-

tional Neural Network (CNN) serving as the backbone for feature extraction, and a temporal processing module
grounded in Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) units. The network inputs a sequence of gestures denoted as
𝐼 = [𝐼1, 𝐼2, · · · , 𝐼𝑙 ], where 𝐼1 represents the initial frame of the gesture sequence, determined using the algorithm
described in Section 4.2. This frame serves as the baseline for the sequence, with 𝑙 continuous image frames sub-
sequently recorded.The CNN architecture begins with 64 convolutional kernels of size 3×3, followed by a Batch
Normalization (BN) layer. This is succeeded by four residual convolutional layers, each employing 3 × 3 sized
kernels. The number of kernels in these layers incrementally increases, with respective counts of 64, 128, 256,
and 512. Following the flattening of the feature map, the architecture employs a fully connected network, which
serves to extract feature vectors of a 512-dimensional space. Each frame 𝐼𝑖 in the sequence 𝐼 is processed through
this shared-weight CNN, sequentially yielding features 𝐹 = [𝐹1, 𝐹2, · · · , 𝐹𝑙 ]. These features are then channeled
into the temporal processing module.The temporal processing module comprises a dual-hidden-layer LSTM net-
work, each with a feature dimensionality of 100. Each feature 𝐹𝑖 inputted into this module produces an output
𝑂𝑖 . The hidden parameters of this output, in conjunction with the subsequent feature 𝐹𝑖+1, are fed back into the
LSTM, facilitating the prediction of𝑂𝑖+1. Finally, the output𝑂𝑙 is processed through a fully connected layer and
a softmax structure, culminating in the gesture prediction results.

4.4 Model Training
The recognition of gesture actions should be characterized by real-time responsiveness, negating the need for a
waiting period until the fingers are lifted from the touchscreen. Instead, the recognition process should initiate
as soon as the user’s intent of motion is fully expressed, enabling the model to discern the category of the gesture.
Concurrently, it is essential to consider that three-dimensional gesture movements can cause deviations in the
touch coordinates on the screen. Hence, the quicker the model distinguishes between 3D gestures and traditional
gestures, the more effectively it can mitigate the impacts of coordinate shifts, such as minor screen sliding or
inadvertent touches. This consideration necessitates an examination of the optimal sequence length, 𝑙 , for the
input network. Specifically, the inquiry focuses on determining the number of sequential image frames required
to achieve a gesture recognition model with satisfactory accuracy. To this end, we experimented with sequence
lengths ranging from 2 to 10, resulting in the development of nine distinct models. During the training phase
of all models, we employed a ten-fold leave-one-out cross-validation approach. This method involves cyclically
selecting data from nine individuals as the training set and data from one individual as the test set, culminating
in the training of 9 × 10 = 90 models in total.

We utilized the Adam optimizer combined with the ReduceLROnPlateau strategy for adjusting the learning
rate, setting the initial learning value at 0.001. The training was conducted over 100 epochs and the loss funtion
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the proposed model structure. The input time-series capacitance images are first processed by a CNN
backbone to extract features, which are then fed into a dual-layer LSTM network architecture.

was set as Eq 3.

L(𝑝, 𝑞) = −
𝐶∑
𝑖=1

𝑝 (𝑥𝑖 ) log(𝑞(𝑥𝑖 )) (3)

where 𝑝 (𝑥𝑖 ) denotes the true probability of the 𝑖-th class in the distribution, and 𝑞(𝑥𝑖 ) is the predicted probability
of the 𝑖-th class. Additionally, the symbol 𝐶 represents the total number of classes.

5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we initially validate the performance of the model presented in Section 4, covering aspects such
as dataset spliting methods, evaluation metric, and ablation study. Inspired by the methods [21, 28, 47] for es-
timating finger angles, we estimated the yaw and pitch for both the first and last frames of a sequence. We
attempted to classify gestures based on the relative angular movement between these two frames and compared
this straightforward approach with the performance of our model.

5.1 Study I: Model Evaluation
5.1.1 Evaluation Metric. As described in Section 4.4, we employed a 10-fold ‘leave-one-out’ cross-validation
method to evaluate our model. This involved spliting the dataset into ten folds [𝑃1, 𝑃2, · · · , 𝑃10], where in each
fold, a different set of nine people were used for training and the remaining one for testing. To determine the
optimal gesture sequence length 𝑙 for model input, we varied 𝑙 from 2 to 10 and performed a ten-fold cross-
validation at each length. Assuming the dataset is divided into ten folds [𝑃𝑙 ;1, 𝑃𝑙 ;2, · · · , 𝑃𝑙 ;10] at sequence length
𝑙 , with the test accuracy in each fold being [𝐸𝑙 ;1, 𝐸𝑙 ;2, · · · , 𝐸𝑙 ;10], the average accuracy for this sequence length is
defined by Eq 4.

𝐸𝑙 =
1
10

10∑
𝑗=1

𝐸𝑙 ;𝑗 𝑙 = 2, 3, · · · , 10 (4)
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5.1.2 Ablation Study. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the methods used in our study, we conducted two
ablation experiments using the evaluation approach described in Section 5.1.1.
• Classifier Model. To ensure the robust performance of our deep learning architecture, we compared various
classification methods, including lightweight network structures and traditional classifiers: a) substituting the
CNN backbone with MobileNet_v2; b) employing an SVM; and c) using a Random Forest. Both SVM and
Random Forest classifiers were implemented using the scikit-learn library2. The experimental performance, as
shown in Figure 6a, indicate that our model achieves higher average prediction accuracy across all sequence
lengths. It showcased the residual structure’s capability in capturing deep spatial features of the network.
Compared to traditional classification methods like SVM and Random Forest, our model’s average accuracy
improves more significantly as the length of the input sequences increases. This demonstrates that LSTM is
particularly effective at recognizing complex features in longer sequences.

• Initial Frame Detection. Without detecting the initial frame in the gesture sequence, we regarded the mo-
ment of finger contact as the gesture action to start.The performance was shown in Figure 6b, which illustrates
higher average prediction accuracy across various sequence lengths when initial frame detection is employed.
This proved the effectiveness of the initial frame detection algorithm.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. (a) The variation in gesture recognition performance of different models with changes in the length of the input
sequence. (b) The impact of using the initial frame detection algorithm on model performance.

5.1.3 Bootstrapping Validation. Although ten-fold cross-validation serves as a method for verifying model per-
formance, its effectiveness may be compromised in datasets with a limited number of samples, where it might
not fully mitigate the risk of overfitting. This issue stems from the models’ tendency to memorize specific details
within the training data under conditions of limited samples, rather than acquiring a generalized understanding
of data features and distributions. Therefore, we decided to employ an additional validation technique, the boot-
strappingmethod, to demonstrate the robustness of our model.The bootstrapping validation process is described
as follows:
• Step 1: Set the number of resampling iterations 𝑛 = 10. Denote the original dataset as 𝐷 with a sample size of
𝑚 = |𝐷 |. Initialize the training set 𝐷train = {}, the test set 𝐷test = {}, and the set of test accuracy results 𝐸 = {}.

2https://scikit-learn.org
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• Step 2: For each iteration, randomly select a sample from𝐷 (with a sample size of𝑚) and add it to𝐷train. Then,
return the sample back to 𝐷 . Repeat this process 𝑚 times to obtain a training dataset 𝐷train consisting of 𝑚
samples. Subsequently, construct 𝐷test with the remaining unselected samples in 𝐷 , i.e., 𝐷test = 𝐷 \ 𝐷train.

• Step 3: Utilize the data in 𝐷train for model training, then test the model using the 𝐷test dataset to obtain the
test result 𝐸𝑖 , which is then added to 𝐸.

• Step 4: Check if the resampling iterations are completed. If so, terminate the process and compile the test
accuracy results as 𝐸 = {𝐸1, 𝐸2, · · · , 𝐸𝑛}. Otherwise, reset 𝐷train = {} and 𝐷test = {}, and back to Step 2.

Note that the probability of any given sample in𝐷 not being selected during𝑚 sampling iterations is 𝑃 = (1− 1
𝑚 )𝑚 .

By taking the limit, we obtain

𝑃 = lim
𝑚→+∞

(1 − 1
𝑚
)𝑚 =

1
𝑒
= 0.368

Thus, after each sampling iteration, approximately 36.8% of the samples in the original dataset 𝐷 will serve as
the test set. We conducted bootstrapping validations for input sequence lengths 𝑙 ranging from 2 to 10, with
each input length 𝑙 undergoing 𝑛 = 10 iterations. This process yielded validation results [𝐸𝑙 ;1, 𝐸𝑙 ;2, · · · , 𝐸𝑙 ;10] for
each length. The average test accuracy 𝐸𝑙 was calculated using the definition provided in Eq 4. Figure 7 dis-

Fig. 7. The boxplot of test accuracy for different input sequence lengths, vali-
dated through bootstrapping. The pink ribbon-like curve indicates the average
test accuracy and standard deviation.

Table 2. Average accuracy (%) of two vali-
dation methods.

Method

𝐿𝑖𝑛 10-fold CV Bootstrap

2 73.25 75.07
3 78.53 83.74
4 84.62 88.89
5 89.18 91.79
6 91.19 92.88
7 92.71 93.55
8 94.51 95.19
9 95.06 95.54
10 94.45 95.83

plays the box plots of bootstrapping validation accuracies for different input sequence lengths, with the pink
curve representing the trend of average test accuracies 𝐸𝑙 . Additionally, Table 2 presents the average test ac-
curacies obtained by both validation methods across various input sequence lengths 𝑙 . We observed that the
accuracy trends of the bootstrapping validation method closely align with those of ten-fold cross-validation, yet
bootstrapping consistently demonstrates higher accuracy. This suggests that it has learned a more generalized
feature distribution across the entire dataset. Additionally, this finding indicates that there is a certain degree
of variability in the gesture distributions among different participants, which contributes to the slightly lower
accuracy of cross-validation, especially at shorter sequence lengths (𝑙 = 2, 3, 4). However, as the input sequence
length increases, the results of the two validation methods begin to converge, which sufficiently demonstrates
the robustness of the model.
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5.2 Study II: Method Comparsion
Inspired by algorithms for estimating finger angles, a natural approach is to estimate the finger angles of the
initial and final frame, predicting gestures by calculating the angular displacement. We attempted to classify
gestures based on the relative angular movement between these frames, comparing the performance with our
model. However, since the finger angle estimation algorithm based on capacitive touchscreen [21, 28, 47] is
only capable of predicting two angles (yaw, pitch) and not the roll angle, our comparison was limited to the
classification performance of gestures based on yaw and pitch. To ensure fairness, a new dataset was collected
for model performance comparison.

5.2.1 Dataset Development. We invited four additional volunteers not involved in the original data collection
(2 males, 2 females), aged 18 to 24 years (M=20.25, SD=2.63), to participate in data collection. The apparatus and
procedures were consistent with those described in Section 3. Then we collected 437 gesture sequences with a
nearly equal number of each gesture.

5.2.2 Classification Based on SwivelTouch Model. Based on the model validation results presented in Section
5.1.2, we observed an improvement in model performance with increasing lengths of input sequences. However,
gesture recognition requires timely responses to accurately capture user intent. Thus, balancing the model’s test
accuracy and the length of input sequences, we selected the model that performed best at a sequence length of
𝑙 = 6 for subsequent comparisons.

5.2.3 Classification Based on Finger Angles. We replicated the method with the smallest estimation error from
current research [21], utilizing this model to estimate the yaw and pitch of the first and last frames of a se-
quence. From the original dataset collected in Section 3, we extracted the first and sixth frame images from
each gesture sequence, estimating the corresponding finger angles (𝑦𝑎𝑤1, 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ1) and (𝑦𝑎𝑤2, 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ2). By sub-
tracting the estimated angles of the first frame from those of the last frame, we obtained the relative angular
offsets (Δ𝑦𝑎𝑤,Δ𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ). We then illustrated the distribution of angular offsets for four gesture sequences from
the original dataset: Yaw Pitch, Yaw Left, Pitch Up, and Pitch Down, as shown in Figure 8. Consequently, a
straightforward approach we considered was to employ the K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) algorithm for gesture
prediction on a new dataset. We utilized the sklearn toolkits3 to implement the KNN algorithm. Through experi-
mental testing, we found that the algorithm performs optimally when the number of nearest neighbors is set to
3. We constructed the sample space using the original dataset. Then, for a new gesture sequence, we calculate its
relative angular offsets (Δ̂𝑦𝑎𝑤, Δ̂𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ) from the first to the sixth frame and determine which gesture category
in the sample space it most closely resembles.

5.2.4 Results and Discussion. We compared the performance of the twomethods using the new dataset collected
in section 5.2.1. The results are shown in Table 3. Additionally, the confusion matrix of the model testing results
is presented in Figure 9. In terms of the four gestures: yaw right, yaw left, pitch up, and pitch down, our approach
has resulted in a relative reduction in error rates by 53%, 84%, 86%, and 94%, respectively, compared to methods
that estimate gestures based on angle offsets. Overall, this has led to a 83% decrease in the classification error
rate. The relative reduction of error rates is calculated as

Error Relative Reduction =
𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟1 − 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟2

𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟1
× 100%. (5)

Thus, we indicate that recognizing gestures through finger angle offsets is unstable, potentially due to the fol-
lowing reasons:
• Finger Angle Estimation Errors. The finger angle prediction algorithm is prone to errors and uneven er-
ror distribution. According to the current state-of-the-art method for estimating finger angles on capacitive

3https://scikit-learn.org
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Fig. 8. Distribution of angle offsets for different types of gestures in the original dataset. Here, the angle offset refers to the
difference in finger angle estimations between the first and sixth frames of a sequence, as calculated by the finger angle
estimation algorithm [21].

touchscreens, the average prediction error remains at 9.1 degrees [21], with significant variance. Moreover,
calculating the relative movement of finger angles requires the computation of the difference between the
initial and final finger angles, resulting in a doubling of numerical errors. As illustrated in Figure 8, there is
considerable overlap between the distributions of different categories, largely attributable to errors in angle
estimation. Additionally, due to the uneven distribution of angle estimation errors, extreme angle predictions
tend to have larger errors, and it is often inevitable for gestures to involve movements to these extreme finger
angles.

• Variations in User Behavior. Users have different understandings and habits about gestures, typically per-
forming them in ways they find comfortable or habitual. Our observations from the dataset identified two
typical scenarios that complicate classification: one involves users gradually lifting their fingers during yaw
movements, as shown in Figure 10a. This complicated classification as the pitch angle changes even when
performing a gesture in yaw direction.The other scenario involves minimal finger movement, where the error
margin exceeds the actual range of finger motion, as depicted in Figure 10b.

These findings further validate the efficacy of our algorithm. Our model, by examining the relationships between
successive frames in a gesture sequence, captures the intent behind human gestures, thereby achieving superior
gesture classification performance.
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Table 3. The chart presents the average accuracies (%) for different categories of methods as well as the overall mean accu-
racy. Our SwivelTouch model utilizes a CNN-LSTM architecture. The technique for classifying finger angles is predicated on
the size of the relative angle difference between the initial and final frames in a sequence of finger movements (see Section
5.2.3).

Yaw Pitch Roll Move
OverallMethod Right Left Up Down Right Left Up Down Left Right

Classified by finger angle difference 57.50 27.91 66.67 60.47 - - - - - - 52.98
Ours 80.00 88.37 95.24 97.67 83.33 80.00 97.62 100 100 100 92.04

(a) (b)

Fig. 9. Confusion Matrix for Gesture Recognition Classification. (a) represents the results of an all-category test using our
model, with an average accuracy of 92.04%. (b) shows the results of testing four gestures classified by the difference in finger
angles between the first and last frames, achieving an average accuracy of 52.98%.

6 IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we discuss the details of deploying our model, along with strategies for simplifying it to facilitate
deployment on devices with limited computational resources. Then we discuss how to integrate our gesture
recognition seamlessly with standard mobile phone operations during regular usage.

6.1 Model Deployment
We will provide a detailed explanation of how our SwivelTouch model (with an input sequence of 𝑙 = 6) is
deployed on a Macbook M2Pro, a Realme C11 smartphone used for data collection (as introduced in Section
3.3, with 2GB RAM, armeabi-v7a architecture, and an 8-core CPU), and an Honor 100 smartphone released in
November 2023 (with 16GB RAM, arm64-v8a architecture, and an 8-core CPU). Considering devices with lim-
ited resources, we have simplified the original CNN-LSTM network architecture and retrained a smaller model.
Firstly, we reduced the number of convolutional kernels in the CNN layers to 64, 128, 128, and 64, respectively.
Secondly, in the LSTM design, we shifted from a dual-layer LSTM to a single-layer structure while reducing the
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Fig. 10. Examples of finger angle changes in two gesture sequences. (a) indicates an increase in pitch angle during the yaw
gesture; (b) shows that in small-scale finger movements, the changes in yaw and pitch angles are not significant.

feature dimension from 100 to 10. Utilizing tools such as memory_profiler4 and psutil5 in Python, we recorded
model memory usage and CPU usage on a MacBook Pro equipped with 16GB RAM and an M2 Pro chip. We also
compared both models’ sizes and FLOPs, which significantly influence computation speed. Subsequently, the
accuracy of the two models was measured using 10-fold cross-validation. The related results are presented in
Table 4, where we observe that although the model’s accuracy slightly decreased after simplification, its size was
reduced by 87%, and FLOPs decreased by 41%, facilitating shorter computation times for the model. Furthermore,
to enhance computational efficiency, we converted the precision of the simplified model from the original fp32
to fp16 and compared the inference speeds of several models across different devices. For mobile devices, we em-
ployed ncnn6 computing framework, one of the most efficient open-source frameworks on mobile phone CPUs.
For the MacBook, we utilized Pytorch for model inference. The inference times are detailed in Table 5, and each
value represents the mean±std time of 100 tests conducted in the same environment. The result demonstrates
the feasibility of deploying our model on current commercial mobile devices.

Table 4. Comparison of Performance Between
the Original and Simplified SwivelTouch Models.

SwivelTouch SwivelTouch-Sim

Size(MB) 43.85 5.64
FLOPs 3.33 × 1010 1.97 × 1010

Memory(MiB) 64.8 15.5
CPU usage(%) 25.32 21.45
10-fold CV Acc(%) 91.19 90.13

Table 5. Inference Time (ms) of Original and Simplified Models
(FP32, FP16 Precision) Across Devices.

Device SwivelTouch SwivelTouch-Sim

FP32 FP16

MacBook M2Pro 22.16 ± 0.49 17.33 ± 0.42 10.18 ± 1.60
Realme C11 84.68 ± 3.09 59.65 ± 1.78 42.57 ± 1.45
Honor 100 18.87 ± 1.77 14.29 ± 2.86 10.35 ± 3.68

Although we confirmed the model’s performance on smartphones, it was observed that the inference speed
on the Realme phone was slower compared to that on MacBook. Additionally, the model deployed on mobile
4https://github.com/pythonprofilers/memory_profiler
5https://github.com/giampaolo/psutil
6https://github.com/Tencent/ncnn
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phone, compressed via ncnn, exhibited a slight decrease in accuracy. Meanwhile, despite the Honor phone’s
faster inference speed, it lacked permission to access capacitive touch images. Therefore, in subsequent user
experiments, we opted to perform inference on computers and then transfer the results back to the mobile device
using Android Debug Bridge7(adb). This deployment strategy ensures the model’s accuracy during testing. The
entire process flow is illustrated in Figure 11: collecting 6 capacitive frames requires 120ms, transferring the
collected data from the phone’s memory to the computer program takes about 30ms, and finally, sending the
results back via adb causes a delay of approximately 30ms.

Capture 6 capacitive images Inference Time Result pass to 
android by adb

Total Process Duration

Communicate between phone 
memory and collection program

𝑡! = 120ms 𝑡" ≈ 30ms 𝑡# = 22.16 ± 0.49ms 𝑡$ ≈ 30ms

Fig. 11. Latency time of the entire SwivelTouch gesture detection process.

6.2 System Integration
The existing touchscreen interactions have become widely accepted and habitual for users. Consequently, it is
essential to integrate our SwivelTouch gesture classifier smoothly with current touch input to minimize possible
false classification and delay. We propose potential methods across three levels, which can be combined, for
smooth integration into current touchscreen devices:
• Level 1: Operating System Level. Developers consider whether to support the SwivelTouch gesture interface
of an app. If an active app does not support the SwivelTouch gesture, the system will not process the new
gestures at all, only reporting traditional touch events. For apps that support SwivelTouch gestures, the enabled
SwivelTouch API will continuously listen in the background. This needs to accommodate the delay caused by
the SwivelTouch gesture recognition model.

• Level 2: App Level. Developers consider whether to activate the SwivelTouch gesture interface for different
Activities within an app. An app typically comprises various Activities, each responsible for different inter-
active tasks. New gestures will only be recognized in Activities that have the SwivelTouch gesture interface
activated. This approach does not introduce any delay or false recognition to other activities within the app.

• Level 3: Activity8 Level within an App. Developers consider designating specific View areas within an Ac-
tivity’s GUI, where 3D SwivelTouch gestures are recognized exclusively within those designated View areas.
Gestures made outside these specified areas will not be detected or triggered. Although this approach sacrifices
a small portion of screen space, it effectively reduces the false recognition rate during normal use. Moreover,
areas not designated for gesture detection do not experience delays caused by the SwivelTouch detecting
algorithm. This approach is particularly suitable for apps whose certain GUI area requires fast response to
traditional touch inputs.

7https://developer.android.com/tools/adb
8In Android development, it’s called “Activity”; in iOS development, it’s called “ViewController”.
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For example, if developers are interested in integrating our gestures for actions like copy and paste within text
boxes, they can follow the integration design illustrated in Figure 12. Colored modules indicate they support
SwivelTouch gestures, while gray modules represent no support. The SwivelTouch gesture interface should not
be activated for apps within the operating system that do not require text editing (such as Clock, Camera, etc.).
For activities within an app that necessitate text editing, the SwivelTouch gesture interface should be enabled.
A fixed View should be established in the pop-up text box interface to facilitate text editing operations.

Fig. 12. Schematic diagram of system integration levels for SwivelTouch gestures.

7 USER STUDY
Compared to the rapid and efficient editing operations available with amouse and keyboard, existingmethods for
text editing on smartphones are particularly inefficient. A significant factor contributing to this difficulty is the
absence of shortcut mappings for certain text editing tasks, such as copy, paste, and select all, where users often
need to double-tap or press and hold to access the text editing menu. In an attempt to enhance the efficiency of
users’ text editing, We conducted a user study focused on basic text editing tasks, employing gestures predefined
in Table 1 as shortcuts for text editing, and compared this approach with the traditional text editing methods
based on Android’s default settings.

7.1 Participants
We recruited 12 participants through social media to take part in our user study, with ages ranging from 18 to 33
years old (M = 24.08, SD = 4.56), consisted of 9 males and 3 females, all of whom were experienced smartphone
users (Mean years of usage = 8.58, SD = 1.93). Among these participants, three were users of the iOS operating
system and exclusively utilized the default iOS keyboard. The remaining nine participants were Android users
and all employed the default Android keyboard that comes with the system. All participants were right-handed.

7.2 Apparatus
In our user study, we utilized a realme C11 smartphone (165.2 × 76.4 × 8.9 mm, weight: 190g) with a display
resolution of 1600× 720, running on the Android 11.0 platform. The default keyboard on this device was the
Android Keyboard (AOSP). We designed a specialized application using Android Studio Giraffe, SDK 34, to dis-
play the tasks for our user study. This application also integrated the system’s built-in stopwatch to record the
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task completion times. The layout of the application shown in Figure 13a was designed in a relative manner,
consisted of a text box for pasting the cut or copied text, a display area for gesture recognition results, and a text
area for manipulation tasks. Given that our gesture recognition algorithm was powerd by PyTorch, we deployed
the model on a MacBook Pro integrated with 16GB RAM and an Apple M2 Pro chip. Details on the deployment
can be found in Section 6.1. To avoid conflicts between gestures and Android’s default text selection, we adopted
the second integration strategy from Section 6.2, reserving specific areas for new gesture detection. In our user
study, gesture detection was enabled everywhere except within text boxes.

(a) Experimental environment (b) Application interface

Fig. 13. The images illustrate: (a) the setting for a user study where a participant, holding a smartphone, edits text based
on instructions shown on the screen in front of him; (b) the interface of an Android application designed for text editing.
Please see video demo for more details.

7.3 Study Design
Our study adopted a within-groups design approach, where we utilized SwivelTouch gestures as shortcut keys
for text editing, defining this as the experimental group. In contrast, the default Android input method served as
the control group. We specifically examined two tasks: 1) text selection followed by copy/cut and paste actions;
2) text editing with multiple actions. The details of these tasks are outlined as follows:

12 participants × 2 models(default, SwivelTouch) ×
{40 select-copy(cut)-paste tasks = 960 tasks, in total

8 multi action tasks = 192 tasks, in total

7.3.1 Gesture Shortcuts Mapping. We imitated the logic of text selection and copy-pasting with a mouse and
keyboard. This process first positioning the cursor, then extending the selection either left or right, and finally
employing keyboard shortcuts to execute commands like copy and paste. Consequently, we mapped the model’s
gestures to shortcut operations, with the specific mappings detailed in Table 6. The yaw gesture is responsible
for cursor movement when not in text selection mode. The pitch-up gesture, using the left or right halves of
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(a) Middle selection (b) Complete selection (c) Cross-line selection

Fig. 14. Examples of Different Selection Modes in Task 1.

the screen, controls copy or cut operations.The pitch-down gesture is designated for pasting content from the
clipboard.The roll gesture triggers the text selection mode, activating two markers: one stays at the initial cursor
location, and the roll gesture guides the movement of the second marker. It continues to move until it reaches
the subsequent space, thereby enabling the selection of single words by stopping there.

Table 6. The Mapping of SwivelTouch Gestures to Text Editing Function Keys.

Yaw Pitch Roll
Right Left Up Down Right Left

Move Cursor Right Move Cursor Left Copy/Cut Paste Select to Right End Select to Left End

7.3.2 Task I: Text Selection Followed by Copy/Cut and Paste Actions. We seriously selected our experimental
tasks to minimize the influence of external factors, ensuring the reliability of our results. We observed that the
“fat finger” issue could obscure the target text during selection, making it challenging for users to precisely select
adjacent words or characters. Hence, we aimed to explore whether using SwivelTouch gestures as shortcuts for
text editing could effectively reduce the difficulty of selecting text at the word level. Our focus was on selecting
1-3 consecutive words, covering situations such as selection starting from the middle within a word, complete
word selection, and cross-line word selection. Furthermore, we employed a random paragraph generator9 to
obtain five different paragraphs, extracting text that met the criteria for selection.This approach was designed to
eliminate the impact of text content on the user’s ability to select text, preventing familiarity with similar textual
expressions. Figure 14 presents examples of the possible scenarios in text selection. Following text selection, users
were required to perform copy/cut operations, and then paste the contents from the clipboard into another text
box.

7.3.3 Task II: Text Editing with Multiple Actions. We observed that operations such as text selection and copy-
pasting often need a long press or double tap to activate the context menu, followed by carefully searching and
selecting the target option. This process will cause the user to wait for the context menu to be triggered and
spend time in navigating the options. Additionally, the small size of the context menu on the screen can lead
to accidental selections of incorrect options, making users feel challenging to execute a series of actions during
text editing.Therefore, we sought to explore whether using gestures as shortcuts could enhance the efficiency of
performing sequential operations during text editing. Our experimental design involved executing three actions
(excluding text selection), which could either be three identical actions or a mix of different ones. The former
scenario could consist of executing three consecutive paste operations, whereas the lattermay involve a sequence
of a copy-paste action followed by a cutting operation.

9https://randomword.com/paragraph
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7.3.4 EvaluationMetrics. The evaluationmethods for the experiment mainly consider the following two aspects:
• Task Completion Time (seconds). This represents the average time taken by users to complete a single
task. For Task 1, we can specifically divide the time into text selection time and action time to represent the
average time spent completing these two steps respectively.

• Error Rate. As we require users to continue working on the current task until it is completed correctly before
starting the next one, our standard for task completion accuracy is 100%. However, during the execution of
tasks, we can record the number of mistakes or instances of incorrect gesture recognition as a measure of the
error rate.

7.4 Procedure
We conducted individual user study for all participants in a quiet meeting room at the scheduled time, as shown
in Figure 13a. Seated at a table with a display screen in front, participants were first introduced to our Swivel-
Touch gesture set for about five minutes. This introduction included an explanation of the Euler angles (yaw,
pitch, roll) in a spatial coordinate system, followed by a demonstration video. Subsequently, participants used a
smartphone to perform gesture operations, with the predicted results of their gestures displayed in real-time on
the screen for feedback. They held the phone in their preferred and comfortable manner, with some opting for
one-handed use and others for a two-handed approach. We required participants to stick to their chosen method
without changing it throughout the experiment. After familiarizing themselves with the various gestures, short-
cut functionalities corresponding to each gesture appeared on the screen. A test text box was opened for them
to practice the gesture shortcut based on on-screen instructions, with tasks presented according to the prompts
on the display. Each text box shown in Figure 13b, contained text highlighted in red, indicating the words to be
selected. Once they were fully accustomed to the gesture operations, we proceeded with Task 1.They were asked
to carefully read the instructions and complete each task as quickly and accurately as possible. Our custom An-
droid application displayed one piece of text at a time for the task, and after completing each task, participants
clicked the ‘Next’ button to move to the next one. After completing all the tasks using gestures, they practiced
text editing using the default Android method in a test text box to ensure a fair comparison. Once they were
familiar with the default text editing method, they were asked to redo the same number of experiments in Task
1 using this method.

After completing all experiments in Task 1, participants were allowed a short break, during which we intro-
duced the requirements for Task 2. Similarly, participants had the opportunity to familiarize themselves with
both operation methods and the process in a test text box. Like Task 1, each participant completed each task
according to the instructions on the display and proceeded to the next task by clicking the ‘Next’ button. It’s
important to note that all tasks used for practice were not included in the final results.
Throughout the study, we observed that participants almost invariably adhered to the established protocols.

Rest periods for users were maintained between a minimum of 2 minutes and a maximum of 5 minutes to
balance the need for fatigue prevention with the need to keep the operational procedures fresh in their minds.
Upon completion of the entire experiment, each participant filled out a questionnaire assessing the usability and
preference of the gestures on a seven-point Likert scale. In addition, they completed a NASA-TLX questionnaire
for each of the two tasks, which evaluated the perceived workload under each method for the respective tasks.
The entire experiment took approximately 40 minutes, and each participant received a reward of $15.

7.5 Results
We will present the results of each part of our user study, including task completion time, error rate, gesture
usability and preference, as well as the results of the NASA-TLX questionnaire. Since the experiment was con-
ducted with two different methods, we chose to use the One-way repeated measure ANOVAmethod to quantify
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intra-subject variations. We conducted a Shapiro-Wilk test to check for normality within each group, with re-
sults shown in Table 7. All p-values were greater than 0.05, indicating a normal distribution for each dataset.
Additionally, we performed Mauchly’s test to check the variance of paired differences, with all p-values exceed-
ing 0.05. Therefore, in this case, we could directly analyze the results without adjustments. Lastly, we used the
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test to analyze the questionnaire results.

7.5.1 Task Completion Time. We assessed the completion time for both Task 1 and Task 2. For Task 1, we used
an ANOVA to verify the differences in task completion time between the default method and SwivelTouch
gesture. Significant differences were observed in total completion time (𝐹1,11 = 41.46, 𝑝 < .0001), action time
(𝐹1,11 = 6.88, 𝑝 < .05), and selection time (𝐹1,11 = 45.64, 𝑝 < .0001). The average completion times for the default
method and our model were 11.56s (SE=0.31) and 8.60s (SE=0.19), respectively, with our model showing a 25.6%
reduction in time, as shown in Figure 15a. Additionally, we separately analyzed the selection times for the three
types of text selections in Task 1, and Figure 15b shows that gesture operations had an advantage in text selection
for each task. For Task 2, the total completion time as determined by ANOVA was (𝐹1,11 = 136.03, 𝑝 < .0001).
The average completion times for the default method and SwivelTouch gesture were 7.69s (SE=0.23) and 4.21s
(SE=0.12), respectively, with SwivelTouch gesture showing a 45.3% reduction in time, as depicted in Figure 16a.
We also analyzed the times for the two types of tasks in Task 2, and Figure 16b illustrates that gestures had an
advantage in performing consecutive shortcut operations.

Table 7. The 𝑝-values of Two Methods Under Shapiro-Wilk Test Across Different Groups.

Type Selection Action Total Errors

Default Gesture Default Gesture Default Gesture Default Gesture

Task 1 .699 .860 .730 .640 .931 .090 .113 .449
Task 2 - - - - .447 .785 .227 .121

(a) Task 1 Completion Time (b) Task 1 Selection Time for three types

Fig. 15. The left graph presents the average text selection time, action time, and total time for the two methods in Task 1;
the right graph shows the average text selection time corresponding to three different types during text selection. Error bars
represent ±1 standard error (SE).

7.5.2 Error Rate. For both Task 1 and Task 2, theANOVA results did not show significant evidence of a difference
in error rates between the methods (𝐹1,11 = 1.47, 𝑝 = .251 and 𝐹1,11 = 2.02, 𝑝 = .183, respectively). Figure 17
displays the average error rates for the two tasks.
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(a) Task 2 Completion Time (b) Task 2 Completion Time for two types

Fig. 16. The left graph displays the average completion time for the two methods in Task 2; the right graph shows the
average completion time for the two different task types within Task 2. Error bars represent ±1 standard error (SE).

(a) Task 1 Error Rate (b) Task 2 Error Rate

Fig. 17. The image illustrates the error rates for: (a) Task 1 and (b) Task 2. Error bars represent ±1 standard error (SE).

7.5.3 Gesture Usability and Preference. For each gesture category, we asked users to rate both its ease of use
(i.e., how easy the gesture is to perform) and preference level (i.e., how much they liked using the gesture) on a
seven-point Likert scale. The results are displayed in Figure 18.

7.5.4 NASA-TLXQuestionnaire. We employed the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test to individually examine the vari-
ables in the NASA-TLX questionnaires corresponding to Task 1 and 2. For Task 1, significant effects were ob-
served in temporal demand (𝑝 < .05), performance (𝑝 < .01), and frustration (𝑝 < .05); however, there were
no significant effects in mental demand (𝑝 = .397), physical demand (𝑝 = .138), or effort (𝑝 = .278). For Task 2,
significant effects were found in physical demand (𝑝 < .05), temporal demand (𝑝 < .01), effort (𝑝 < .05), and
frustration (𝑝 < .05); yet, the effects were not as pronounced in mental demand (𝑝 = .832) and performance
(𝑝 = .065). Figure 19 displays the NASA-TLX questionnaire results for both tasks.

7.6 Discussion
In the text editing tasks we selected, users were significantly faster when using SwivelTouch gestures compared
to the default Android input method. However, due to the limitations in the model’s prediction accuracy, users
inevitably made errors during operation, leading to a higher frequency of mistakes in task completion. Nonethe-
less, our ANOVA analysis indicated that the error rate was not significantly different from that of traditional
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(a) Usability rating(“how easy the gesture is to perform”) (b) Preference rating(“how much they liked the gesture”)

Fig. 18. Paticipants’ ratings on a seven-point Likert scale for the (a) usability and (b) preference of each gesture category.

(a) Task 1 NASA-TLX (b) Task 2 NASA-TLX

Fig. 19. NASA-TLX questionnaire results for (a) Task 1 and (b) Task 2.

input methods.The findings indicate that SwivelTouch gesture significantly enhances the efficiency of executing
advanced editing tasks, surpassing the capabilities of the default Android input method.

Based on user feedback regarding the usability and preference of gestures, operations involving the Roll ges-
ture were found to be the most challenging in SwivelTouch gestures. Additionally, traditional cursor navigation
methods (up, down) were also considered less user-friendly. Users clearly preferred using our gestures for text
editing tasks. We conducted a follow-up survey with participants. One participant (female, 27 years old) stated,
“After getting accustomed to the new gestures, the efficiency of copy-pasting has greatly improved”, attributing
this to the traditional method requiring too many tap operations. Another participant (male, 24 years old) men-
tioned, “Cross-line selection tasks can easily cause obstruction due to the movement of the cursor up and down lines”,
pointing out difficulties in text selection due to the ‘fat finger’ problem. Most participants found the roll gesture
challenging, especially in one-handed mode, where performing the gesture caused the entire thumb to rotate,
potentially leading to difficulties in securely holding the phone and requiring more effort.
According to the results of the NASA-TLX questionnaire, it was again evident that using gestures led to better

experimental outcomes, with users experiencing reduced time, physical demand, and effort. A participant (male,
20 years old) mentioned, “During text selection in Task 1, I wasn’t quite proficient with the shortcuts, which required
more thinking time; however, the scenario in Task 2 was more straightforward, making gesture operations much
simpler.” This suggests that single-gesture shortcuts are more favored by the participants. Another participant
(male, 18 years old) observed, “Even though the gesture operation involves rotating the finger, it still feels more
effortless in text selection tasks”, attributing this to the traditional method of text selection, which demands too
many clicks and swipes and is more energy-consuming. Similarly, everyone agreed that the new gestures are
more efficient, finding them easier to use than selecting options from a menu once they became familiar with
the gestures.
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Based on the observations from our user study, we recommend that users should only undertake complex
tasks with SwivelTouch gesture controls after they have become proficient with the gestures and have a solid
memory of the shortcut keymappings. Otherwise, unfamiliarity or forgetfulnessmay lead to errors. Additionally,
when holding the phone with one hand, users should try to balance the phone’s weight on their fingers to allow
free movement of the thumb, thereby reducing the effort required for gesture operations.

8 LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK
Our study still has several limitations. Firstly, in pursuit of optimal gesture classification performance, our net-
work structure was designed to be complex, resulting in the model occupying a significant amount of memory
when deployed on mobile devices. We found that the main time consumption was in the LSTM segment, and fu-
ture work could involve compressing the model through techniques like distillation and pruning. Another issue
is the delay caused by the length of the input sequence. Since our method requires the analysis of multiple frames
of images (using 6 consecutive frames in the user study) to recognize gestures, a delay is inevitable, although it
is much smaller compared to other gesture classification methods. In the future, leveraging touchscreens with
higher frame rates, higher resolution, or fingerprint sensors could capture more gesture information, thus po-
tentially reducing the delay in gesture recognition. Secondly, in our user data collection, we did not gather
enough data from elderly users. Our analysis focused on a younger demographic and did not include a survey
of middle-aged and elderly groups who might be less adept at using smartphones. Future data collection should
encompass a broader range of these individuals’ finger samples and verify the model’s performance when used
by them. Moreover, the error rate of our model in predicting gestures is still higher than the accidental touch rate
during user operation, indicating a preference for stable and accurate input methods. Furthermore, our gesture
system currently represents only a collection of possible finger rotation trajectories in three-dimensional space,
leaving room for many potential new gestures that users might create themselves. To integrate existing gestures
with user-created new ones, we plan to proceed in two ways:
1) Introduce negative categories and a significant number of negative examples. We will expand our dataset by

asking users to perform actions unrelated to the established gesture sets, creating incorrect samples. Incor-
porating these incorrect samples into our training dataset allows the model to become robust against false
positives. If the model identifies an action as a negative category, it will not respond, thereby reducing the
rate of false positives.

2) Allow user customization of gesture sets through fine-tuning.We aim to construct a large-scale, diverse dataset
for gestures using transfer learning. This method has been successfully utilized by Xu et al. [48] in the appli-
cation of smartwatches for gesture recognition. This dataset will serve as the foundation for training a large
pre-trained gesture recognition model. Once we have built a pre-trained model with good performance, we
will create new branches within the network architecture. This operation is primarily aimed at creating cus-
tomized gesture models for different users. Meanwhile, the whole process will require users to register by
providing samples of their new created gestures for model fine-tuning and training.
In our future work, we will consider using the methods described above to to support user-created new ges-

tures and enhance recognition accuracy. Additionally, we plan to explore other applications based on 3D Swivel-
Touch gesture control, such as manipulating 3D objects (see attached video demo), interacting with 3D maps,
and mapping system application shortcuts.

9 CONCLUSION
Existing smartphone touch gestures are limited, resulting in fewer definable shortcuts compared to the combi-
nations available with keyboards and mice. This makes performing complex interaction tasks, such as editing
long documents on a touchscreen, more time-consuming and laborious for users. In our research, we focused
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on introducing a touchscreen based 3D finger rotation gesture recognition algorithm that is low-latency, highly
accurate, and backward compatible with existing 2D gestures. Firstly, we proposed a method for preprocessing
capacitive touchscreen gesture sequences, emphasizing the importance of detecting the first frame of a gesture
for improved recognition performance. Secondly, we introduced SwivelTouch model using a CNN-LSTM struc-
ture for gesture recognition, capturing the spatiotemporal relationships between consecutive input capacitance
images. Subsequently, our experiments validated that the average accuracy of gesture recognition could reach
92.04%, a 83% decrease in the classification error rate over methods based on estimating the relative finger angles
of the start and end frames of a gesture sequence. Finally, we applied SwivelTouch gestures to text editing tasks,
where user study showed that SwivelTouch gestures could reduce text selection time by 25.6% and save up to
45.3% in time for complex tasks like consecutive copying. User surveys also confirmed a preference for using
our gestures in complex text editing tasks.
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